I recently attended the wedding of two mature friends. Weddings of people in their 50s and 60s are far different from those of people in their 20s. Aside from the fact that the music is danceable, the food edible, and drinks recognizable, the guests have all experienced a wealth of life experiencesincludingjoy, problem solving, grieving, and coping.
The essence of life is change which brings many positive things balanced by many sad and poignant losses. We are all aware at some level of our being that change, loss of function, and deterioration are part of life. Attempts at forestalling change fosters huge industries. The phenomena of antiwrinkle cream, Botox parties, hair coloring, and plastic surgery are all sad manifestations of this which are doomed to fail.
The foot, almost unlike any other anatomic structure, presents concrete evidence of change in one's life and body (aging). The foot reacts to pregnancy with size change and loss before I could easily translate this to increases, to advancing years with fat loss, to overuse my patients. with slow recovery. The form cannot be camouflaged In our practices, people come to us, often willing to with Botox, silicone injections, or chemical peels. The have surgery because physical changes are affecting changes in the function and the appearance of one's their lives. In most cases our care (surgery) will improve feet act as an ongoing calendar of life.
their lives. For the most part, the entities that we treat We must realize the unique characteristics of the foot.
are such that even with the best outcomes they will It may be quite subtle and sublime, but the deterioration never be completely whole as they were before the maland loss of function of one's body (and perhaps one's ady occurred. Unfortunately, some patients are totally life) are mirrored in foot pathology. The inability to unwilling to accept this and come to you with requests squeeze into a Manollo Blahnik or Prada shoe is an and expectations that are not able to be fulfilled. It is as overt manifestation of aging, change, and loss. though you must lead them through a grieving process At sometime in my practice, I realized that way before before they can maximize the medical and surgical the wound was healed, the sutures removed, and the treatments available to them. patient stable, it was my job to listen, filter, and interpret Some patients react unrealisticallyto seemingly minor to them that life equals change and often loss. At some afflictions. We have all known the person who is inorditime in everyone's life you become aware of your own nately upset because the hammertoe procedure we mortality but accepting that at face value may be diffi-performed left a very functional but not fully restored or cult. Our jobs are made much more difficult if we buy beautiful toe. That person may be unwilling to accept into the idea that anything short of perfection is failure, the fact that life is all about change. Often the diatribe that our inability to restore a person to completeness is directed to you for your failure to reach perfection reala reflection of our personal inadequacy. I realized that
Iy has little to do with the foot and much more to do with I must first personally accept the fact that life equals what is happening with life and change. 687 Foot & Ankle InternationaINol.23, No. 8/August 2002 The most satisfied and happiest patients are those who can accept the fact that they will never be whole again and they will never be as they were at twenty years old. They still realize they have energy, faith, and love and can embrace where they are instead of longing for what is lost. For some people this is intuitive. They are easy to recognize in your clinic. They are the people who seem to have the most horrible combination of disease processes giving them pain and dysfunction. They are people from whom I have learned volumes because many possess an inner calm, a resolute acceptance of where they are and a sincere gratitude for anything done for them.
EDITORIAL
As the wedding guests danced, talked, and mingled, there was an atmosphere of "having been there," paid one's dues in grief and loss and then found a way to move on. While no longer young in body, dancing was richer and more beautiful than it ever could have been years earlier.
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